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Rabindranath Tagore revived
Seamus Perry

R abindranath Tagore often thought of himself, like India,

as a place where East and West met to their mutual

enrichment. But he was no sentimentalist and knew that

East and West sometimes felt just immiscibly  different.

His posthumous reputation might seem one example of

the twain failing to meet. He is revered by  Bengalis in a

way  that outsiders find hard to parallel – “a towering

figure in the millennium-old literature of Bengal”, as

Amarty a Sen say s in his fine essay  in appreciation

(collected in The Argumentative Indian, 2005),

honoured not merely  as a poet, story -writer and essay ist

but also, and perhaps most of all, as the composer of

many  hundreds of songs (Rabindrasangeet) that really  are

still on ordinary  people’s lips in eastern India and

Bangladesh. In the English-speaking world, by  contrast,

he retains a respectable and slightly  faded historical

interest, but is probably  not much read. That is an

injustice. A welcome flurry  of publications, arriv ing in

time for the 150th anniversary  of his birth, seeks to

remedy  the neglect into which Tagore has fallen among

those of us who cannot read him in the original. For even

allowing for the losses of translation – what Tagore

himself called the “perilous adventure of a foreign

reincarnation” – he remains a wonderful writer, humane

and unsparing, above all a superb analy st of human

longing and its capacity  both to transform and to distort

the lives it touches.

Tagore’s appearance on the English literary  scene, soon

after his arrival in London in 1912, was sensational. It did

not begin auspiciously : he brought with him a manuscript

of some songs in prose translation and promptly  lost his

only  copy  on the Northern Line; but he managed to

retrieve it from Lost Property  and presented the work,

hesitantly , to the painter William Rothenstein whom he

had met some months before in India. Rothenstein was

outspoken in his admiration, and, to persuade a doubtful

Tagore of the soundness of his judgement, he shared the

poems with Stopford Brooke and A. C. Bradley , and also

with W. B. Y eats, all of whom enthused similarly . Y eats
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and Tagore then set to work together improving the

English; Y eats wrote a stirring introduction; and the book, Gitanjali, originally  published by  the India

Society , was quickly  taken up by  Macmillan, Y eats’s publisher. Ezra Pound busied himself organizing the

American campaign: “I’ll try  and get some of the poems of the very  great Bengali poet Randindranath

Tagore”, he wrote to Harriet Monroe, editor of the Chicago magazine Poetry , “they  are going to be the

sensation of the winter”. And indeed they  were: the book was reprinted ten times in nine months. When

Tagore v isited the United States in 1913, as Marianne Moore later recalled, the press greeted him as “the

creator of a new age in literature”. In November of that y ear, he won the Nobel Prize, the first non-

European to receive the award.

“I am sure the magic of his pen helped my  English to attain some quality  of permanence”, Tagore later

remarked of Y eats’s contribution to the English Gitanjali, which was gracious. What Y eats actually  did is

recorded in scrupulous detail in William Radice’s excellent new edition of the collection, which prints his

own translation from the Bengali alongside Tagore’s manuscript version, and relegates the Macmillan text

to an appendix . Y eats later claimed he had toiled, omitting “sentence after sentence”, which this edition

shows to be a misrecollection: his changes were smaller but numerous nevertheless, and, as Radice sets

out in a long and absorbing tabulation, mostly  served the end of inaccuracy .

The Gitanjali prose poems of 1912 have often been attacked for their boneless dreaminess, and though

many  readers at the time and since have ev idently  found them lovely , they  probably  do feel incorrigibly

like period pieces now. The immanent danger of the idiom, as it comes across in English any way , is a kind

of eirenic heroism (“Thou art the sky  and thou art the nest as well”), something which Pound, puffing his

new discovery  in the Fortnightly  Rev iew, already  recognized as a possible vulnerability : “I have nothing

but pity  for the reader who is unable to see that their piety  is the poetic piety  of Dante, and that it is very

beautiful”. It was Pound’s fellow Imagist T. E. Hulme who had deplored the Romantic habit of invoking “the

word infinite in every  other line” and it is hardly  surprising that the modern taste which Pound and his

friends were otherwise actively  forging should have taken against lines such as “On the seashore of endless

worlds children meet. The infinite sky  is motionless overhead and the restless water is boisterous”. “His

talk about the infinite is vague nonsense”, wrote Bertrand Russell, much later, in a letter quoted by

Amarty a Sen in his good introduction to the memoir Boy hood Day s: “The sort of language that is admired

by  many  Indians unfortunately  does not mean any thing at all”. The house journal of cheery  British

philistinism, Punch, would have concurred: “In smart intellectual circles Tagore Teas are now all the

rage”, it reported in 1914, describing how the solemn participants endeavoured “to attain an attitude of

serene and complacent ecstasy  which enables them to invest utterances of the most perfect ineptitude

with a portentous and pontifical significance”. Very  droll to be sure; but the language of limitlessness did

not strike every one that way : Wilfred Owen’s mother wrote to Tagore to say  how moved her son had been

by  the text that began, “When I go from hence let this be my  parting word, that what I have seen is

unsurpassable”, lines she found transcribed in his trench notebook. Here is Radice’s new translation of that

passage:

Let me pronounce these words the day  I go: 

Nothing compares 

With what I’ve seen, 

With what I’ve come to know.

That helps retain some sense of the original verse form, and it saves the poem’s feeling from the archaizing

good manners of the Macmillan text, though whether it would rescue the poem from accusations of piety  –

what a disgusted D. H. Lawrence called “this wretched worship-of-Tagore attitude” – is another question.

The association with Y eats probably  did Tagore as much harm as good in the end: “As for Rabindranath

Tagore”, wrote Graham Greene in 1937 , with the assurance of a man offering the consensual v iew, “I

cannot believe that any one but Mr Y eats can still take his poems very  seriously ”. Modern commentators

also tend to disparage Y eats’s intervention as a casebook example of “orientalism”; and there is no doubt

that his introduction did contain a complete reinvention of Bengali reality : “A tradition, where poetry  and

religion are the same thing, has passed through the centuries, gathering from learned and unlearned
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metaphor and emotion, and carried back to the multitude the thought of the scholar and of the noble”, and

so on. Tagore came to dislike the piece heartily : “It shames me to read it”, he told an acquaintance. Still, as

Roy  Foster establishes in his astute account of the relationship in The Apprentice Mage (1997 ), it was not

so much a matter of Y eats seeking to legitimize his own preoccupations by  inventing some oriental “other”

to set them against: it was more like claiming Tagore as an honorary  Celt, the idealized version of himself,

and a greater compliment than that Y eats could hardly  pay . Y eats had admitted as much himself in

suitably  Paterite cadences: “We are not moved because of its strangeness, but because we have met our

own image, as though we had walked in Rossetti’s willow wood, or heard, perhaps for the first time in

literature, our own voice as in a dream”.

But, however partial the aesthetic lens through which Y eats had originally  v iewed Tagore, he had not after

all entirely  mistaken his man, who could sometimes sound more Y eatsian than the original: “By  birth I am

a landlord but by  nature I am given to gazing at the heavens”, Tagore announced in a late political essay .

He had grown up in a rich and accomplished family , immersed in the “mighty  literature” of the English,

reading and talking about Shakespeare and By ron, Wordsworth and Shelley ; as a y oung man, he studied

English for a term under Henry  Morley  at University  College London; “he likes Keats and Wordsworth best

of English poets”, reported T. Sturge Moore, who was also gratified that the student had “read every thing

including my  work”.

Tagore’s familiarity  with the nineteenth-century  poets was ev idently  very  deep, and in his critical

pronouncements he can sound the clear high note of Romantic idealism which Y eats would have

recognized. “The world becomes another world in our mind . . . . This act of the mind enables us to

indiv idualize external reality ”; and, an even more strikingly  Y eatsian turn, “How to express the world the

mind creates within itself? It has to be expressed in such a manner that it leads to a mood”. Such assertions

are compelling, but they  speak only  to a part of what matters in Tagore’s art, just as the equivalent

utterances in Y eats’s prose tell only  part of the story  about him: indeed, it may  well have been the inkling

that Tagore was drawn intuitively  to resist the Romanticism to which he was otherwise so powerfully

drawn that spoke out most fully  to Y eats in the first place.

To an English-speaking reader Gitanjali is still probably  the work for which Tagore is best known; but it is in

many  way s aty pical. As the generously  weighty  and elegantly  produced Essential Tagore from Harvard

testifies, Tagore wrote in many  and diverse modes, and quite distinct aspects of his genius often come into

play . Some of his other verses duly  celebrate the power of the poetic mind to remake the world (“My

consciousness turns emerald green, / Ruby  deep red”, begins a poem entitled “I”, and it is not so

surprising that he should winningly  concede in another poem, “They  call me romantic. / I accept the

label”. But elsewhere the voice is much more occupied by  the happenstance of a world that pursues its way

outside the conjuring power of the poet’s consciousness – “this vast, spread out, endless, indifferent

natural world”, as he said in a letter. This side of Tagore was alway s drawn, as Amit Chaudhuri say s in his

enlightening introduction, to “the role of chance governing the shape of the universe and of the work

itself”, such as the sudden v isitation of a flock of geese, or the strange business of leav ing home and going

to catch an early  train, or an abrupt perception of the sky :

The sky  full of the sun and stars, the world 

full of life, 

in the midst of this, I find my self – 

so, surprised, my  song awakens.

Chaudhuri (whose translation that is) makes a connection with D. H. Lawrence, about whom he has written

memorably  elsewhere; and it is true that in such lines, as in a poem such as “I Won’t Let Y ou Go!”, one can

see a likeness between Tagore’s expansiveness – “vast, spread out, endless” – and the ty pical movement of

a Lawrence poem. Far from the exquisitely  lapidary  mode of the English Gitanjali, “I Won’t Let Y ou Go!”

tells a largely  aimless story : as he is leav ing home on a business trip one day , Tagore hears his four-y ear-

old daughter assert, “I won’t let y ou go”, “As if only  say ing / ‘I won’t let y ou go’ was enough”. It is a

moment of no great consequence, but Tagore unwinds the story  of the rest of his day , throughout which he

fondly  and sadly  remembers his little girl’s protest – a lengthening poem which could have gone on y et
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longer, part of the amused poignancy  of which is its own reluctance to bid a more timely  farewell.

Many  of Tagore’s best writings are animated by  a similar sense, sy mpathetic but accepting, of the

unshapely  desultoriness of the lives that they  narrate, as though exploring the flip-side of the acquiescent

universalism that animates many  of the Gitanjali poems. It is the keen awareness of what he calls, in his

essay  “The Problem of the Self”, “the surprise of endless variations, the advent of the unaccountable, the

ceaseless procession of indiv iduals”. The short story  “The Postmaster”, an early  masterpiece not in The

Essential Tagore, comes to its end when the stiff protagonist leaves the v illage and abandons the poor local

girl who has fallen in love with him. Suddenly  he feels “a sharp desire to go back”, as though conceiv ing

something that might redeem a story , or even a life; but the wind and the river are pushing the boat on and

there is nothing very  much he can do about it: “What point was there in going back? Who belonged to

whom in this world?”. Tagore was not exactly  a fatalist: on the contrary , he was alway s drawn to the idea of

freedom, as Amarty a Sen has argued, including good old-fashioned political liberty ; he alway s valued what

he called “the large-hearted liberalism of the nineteenthcentury  English politics”, and cherished his

y outhful memories of listening to John Bright speak in Parliament. But freedom features in much of his

fiction chiefly  in the forlorn mode of fantasy , entertained within imprisoned lives: he is quite as good as

Y eats on the way  that the imagination can entrap the soul before ever managing to liberate it; and he

would agree with Y eats that nationalist enthusiasm can be one kind of such poisonous fantasy . “The idea of

the Nation is one of the most powerful anaesthetics that man has invented”, Tagore told his American

lecture audience.

His finest single novel, The Home and the World, something like a Bengali version of Turgenev ’s Fathers

and Sons, sets the charismatic radicalism of Sandip against the enlightened toleration of Nikhil, and places

Nikhil’s wife Bimala tragically  in between, married to one and increasingly  besotted with the other. Sandip

is brilliantly  and genuinely  eloquent, but in the end he emerges as merely  a man of words: “I wonder how

y ou can go on making these endless speeches, without a stop”, Bimala say s to him when finally

disillusioned. Amit Ray , the Oxford-educated anti-hero of Farewell Song, though much more well-

meaning, is no less a man of letters: he is given to citing Matthew Arnold and Bertrand Russell, and say ing

things such as “Look, the v ision of beauty  created at the auspicious moment when land and sky  came

together in the light of dawn, contained within it the name by  which heaven and earth call out to each

other”, as though he were aping the sort of thing y ou would find in Gitanjali. He falls in love with Labany a,

a bookish governess, catching them both up in the charming vortex  of his own eloquence, but he ends up

marry ing someone more boring and more suitable. And the great novella, “A Broken Nest”, similarly

revolves around the power of words to create a dangerously  winning alternative world. Bhupati is a

wealthy  man who devotes himself to current affairs and the running of his liberal newspaper, thus

neglecting his bored y oung wife Charu whom he guiltily  seeks to divert by  calling on his brother Amal.

Charu naturally  falls in love with Amal, first by  lov ing his purple prose, then by  producing her own and

writing a secret magazine with him, which she thinks of as a “tiny  nest of comfort . . . built deep within her

heart”; but Amal leaves for England, and Bhupati, unable to bear “the silent, broken-hearted woman” to

whom he finds himself married, leaves to edit a paper in My sore. The story  is a masterpiece of

unhappiness, a play  of empty  verbalism and unspoken sadness, beautifully  brought to the screen in the

silences and empty  spaces of Saty ajit Ray ’s film Charulata (The Lonely  Wife), in 1964.

“Shall I alway s move away  from life, carried away  by  the flow of my  writing?”, asks Amit unhappily  at one

point in Farewell Song. A mistrust of verbal gifts and the dangerous enchantment of words features in

many  of Tagore’s best stories, and it is hard to escape a sense of some personal significance in the theme.

Saty ajit Ray , who attended Santiniketan, the experimental school founded and directed by  Tagore,

remembered the great man as emotionally  distant, and he shrewdly  connected that reserve with Tagore’s

extraordinary  ability  to deploy  language: “he never used a wrong word. If y ou recorded his normal

conversation it would sound like a prepared speech – the choice of words, the intonation, the inflection,

every thing was so incredibly  perfect”. That sounds like language used as a carapace, and it implies a desire

for privacy  that a long life spent as a prominent public man would never allow – “the man I’ve become

publicly  / In the winter of my  life”, as he puts it in a late poem. “The modern world seems to leave the poet

with no place to hide”, he complained, “the railway s have reached the peaks from which the poetic streams

course down”; he told his English biographer, “I wish I could altogether lose the memory  of my  fame as a
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poet.”

In truth, his private life was less a refuge from the world than a place of loss and unhappiness – two of his

children died y oung and the suicide of his sister-in-law Kadambari Devi in 1884 precipitated a grief that he

never escaped – and there is an awful lot of lonely  separateness about in his writings: “I seem to be

condemned to my  house”, the narrator of the story  “Kabuliwallah” say s, “but I constantly  y earn for the

world outside”. Tagore recognized such conflicts within himself with unforgiv ing clarity  and associated

their rival elements with the Indian and Western sides of his life: “Ours is the song of personal solitude,

Europe’s is that of crowded accompaniment”. In a tenacious and admirable life, devoted to both, it was

only  in poetry  that the resolution of such uny ielding antinomies could fleetingly  be envisaged:

Do not look back any  more.

Let the call of what lies ahead 

Draw y ou forward 

On this vast stream 

From the clamor behind 

To unplumbed darkness, boundless light.

Seam us Perry  is a Fellow of Balliol College, Oxford. He is the co-editor, with Robert Douglas-Fairhurst, of

Tenny son Among the Poets: Bicentenary  essay s, 2009.
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